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Introduction 

Philosophy is the study of beinge .As vre can see in the 

1-lOrld about us there are diffe:r>ent types of being, and 've also 

Imo1v those beings which ar.e only creations of reason. 

In the follovring p~per ",e shall deal with a part of ~hi

losophy called Psychology, which studies the animate mobile 

being. And within this 8;1~ea we shall be concel"ned '''lith the 

highest of these animate mobile beings-namely; the intellect

ual being, man. However, man as a '''lhole 'viII not be studied, 

be only that remarkable part of man----the mind. 

One of the greatest steps forward in the ]lnderstanding 

of the workings of the mind has been made by Sigmund Freud. 

~Ye shall giiJje briefly Freud I s division of the unconscious 

mind of man. Also to understand this ~robing, an explanation 

of repressions, complexes, and drfuves, as Freud saw them, 1'Till 

be given. Tllifus shall be the foundation for his theories of 

Psychoanalysis, the method of interpret:fung·':t.he unconscious. 

\ve shall be especially interested in the Dream-~·lor:.k. of F.reda, 

as finding in it the foundations of the new artistic movement 

called Surrealism. 

Surrealism has different forms of expression---Literature, 

Poetry, Drama, and A!-"t. It is in this last' form, that of Art, 

that ,..re shall look for this Freudian reflec.tilion. As an exampl 

of Surrealistic art we have ohoosen one of the most recognized 

of the Surree.lists--Salvador Dali--as a subject of study. 1,"'e 

shall study three paintings, in particular, of Dali: Birth of 
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Lio.ui.d De§.~, Illumined Pleasur~, and Imperial !.1on,ument ,iQ. 

the C.QJ JJ1:::!Lo lll~,n • 

It is our aim therefore, by close analysis of three of 

Salvador Dali's paintings to demonstrate that the theories and 

thoughts of Sigmund Freud ",rere used as a foundation of Surreal 

istic Art. 
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.§bo:,mund Freu£ 

Sigmund Freud vras born am M:ay 6, 1856 in Freiburg in \vhat 

is now Czechoslovakia, of Jewish parents. At the age of four 

the family moved to Vienna. In the Gymnasium Freud i<TaS the fit st 

in his class .. continued his studies and although he said 11. 

had no ;'particulal'" predilection for a career of a physician, II 

he later decided to become a medical student. Freud studied at 

the University of Vienna. Early his medical schooling he 

began experimental investigations on the nervous system of fis • 

Later after receiving his medical degree Freud continued his r 

search in nervous dfuseases in his spare time. Breuer's treat

ment of hysteria by hypnosis opened nevi doors for him. Freud 

pursued the nervous system further under the direc.tion of Ohare t, 

the neurologist, at the Sorbonne. In 1895 Freud \'Tith Breuer, 

as a partner, published §,tudi.es in Hyster·ia. A~ter this Freud 

\'lent on his o~m and began using hlis own new method of treating 

hysteria byllfree association." Then in 1900 Freud set forth 

his doctrine in his In~erpret~~ion of Drea~~. 

By- 1904 the Viennese Psycho-Analytic Society had been form 

ed and by 1910 the Inernational Psycho-Analytic Association vlaS 

established. Freud also had published PBychopatholo6Y of the 

Everyda~ Life and Orip:in and Developmen:t of PSl.cl:!o-Analvsie 

1dthin this time. It ''las also in this peiod Freud and a numbel" 



of his associates disagreed; this resulted in Adler, Stekel, 

Rand, Iand Jung dlsassoc1 a tlng themselves from Freud. After 191 2 

Freud gave most of his time to directing the Society, writing t 

and 1ecturing. In 1915 he wrote the Unconscious and was mainly 

occuJied "lith that area till 1920, when the work on the repres-
I 

sionlbegan. This work produced Beyond ~ P;J.easure Principle 

and Ego ~~ 1Q. In his later works Freud turned to the cuI 

turai problems of' the world in his The Future of an Illusion
I - -......
I


(1927), Civili&ation ~ its Discontent~ (1929), and Moses ~ 

Monoth~ism.(1939). 

,In 1938 the Nazi force invade Austria and Freud was forced 

to leave the country for his own safety and that of his family. 

In late 1938 Freud, who had developed a cancer of the mouth~ 

arrived in England with his wfufe and daughter, Anna. It was 

there that Sigmund Freud died on September 23, 1939 in Hampstea , 
1 

London • 

.'n!£. Unconscious 

Consciousness is the awareness of ourselves and things out 

side of us, this we all know. In light of this statement we 

can conclude that the unconsciousness is an unawareness either 

of ourselves or of objects outside ourselves, or of both our

selves and objects "outside ourselves. There is no doubt of the 

existence of a physiological unconsciousness, for we are not 

contimually aware of our heartbeat, digestion, and all the othe 

automatic operations of the body. 

Freud came to the conclusion after studying many cases of 
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mental disorders that there was a source other than the consci

ous part of the mind that was influencing the behavior and 

thoughts of these people. While first working in cases of hys

teria with Breuer, Freud used Breuer's method of hypnosis to 

reach the patient1s unknown fears and causes for his hysteria. 

However, this method did not suceed in uncovering these causes. 

When the patient 'vas asked to relate a painful experfuence a 
2 

mental block was formed and the patient could go no further. 

From this Freud arrived at his idea of the repression in 

the unconscious. In fact, Freud said "We obtain our concepts 
3 

of the unconscious from the theories of repression." Freud 

divided the unconscious into two parts - the repressed uncon

scious and the non-repressed unconscious. 

In the non-repressed unconscious Freud placed the potenti

ali ties or dIspositions i'ie can only know when they emerge as 

conscious activities of on~ind or another. More definitely in 

this part of the unconscious are those things which are trans
4 

mitted by birth - such as, instincts and talents. The non-re

pressed unconscious can also bear a collective or fadical racia 

character in the form of psychic dispositions of a super indivi 
5 

dual nature~<,duent0houronation,?;l.ycna.cial~~'po.t'ib:lllmaB heritage. 

This part of the unconscious is most basic, according to Freud 

"If inherited functions exist in the human being, these consti
6 

tute the nucleus of the unconscious." 

The other part of unconscious, that is, the repressed un

conscious is most important in Freudian thought. Repression
\ , 
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is defined as: 

An automatic, unthinking, involuntary 
rejection of a disturbing complex into 
the realm of unawareness ",here it is 
entirely removed from consciousness, but 
it remains dynamic and is unrecallable by 
ordinary physiological methodss 

7 

In this part of the unconscious Freud places repres8ion~, mostl. 

of l,'lhich, originated during the childhood years, "teen the im

pulses are intense' and the defences against them are undevelop

ed; which results in the repression due to the anxiety of the 
8 

child to express himself. 

The main factor of this repression, according to Freud, is 

basically the sexual drive of man; in fact, Freud said that the 
9 

sexual drive or instinct is the cause of all the actions of man 

The particular phase (that of the sex instint) will be enlarged 

later in this pape~~ 

In order to try to reach the repressed unconscious Freud 

developed a ne'" method to help the patient to relate ",hat "TaS 

in his unconscious. This method Freud called Itpressing and 
10 

Encouraging him (the patient)". In this method Freud would 

place his. hand on the patient's forehead' when a ba&,k in the flo'T 

of memories appeared. But it soon became evident that this 

method would not be successful in all cases. 

As a result, a new method developede This method Freud 

called "Free Association", and in it the patient was asked ••• 

• ... to say ",hatever came into his head, ''''hile 
ceasing to give -any conscious direction to his 
thoughts. It was essential, however, that he 
should bind himself to report literally every
.1.',"1 .1, • "" ... ' • .J! ".1:> _. .lI 



and not to give way to any critical objections 
which sought to put certain associations on 
one side on the ground that they were not suf
fiCiently important or that they were irrelevant 
or that they were altogether meaningless. 1I 

1 1 

By this method Freud was able to reach the traumatic experience 

which the other method failed in doing. Using this method of 

free association Freud developed his theory of psycho-analysis, 
" which is the endeavor to discover the origin and causes of ment~l 

12 ' 
states. I.t is not our concern here to explain psycho-analysiE 

but to delve more into the contents of the unconscious. 

lVith ar:s'lrJ'eeping look at the psychic life of man, the con

scious and the unconscious; Freud divided the human personality 

in different parts as to the relations between parts and the 
13 

external world. Freud named these parts the 'ego', the 'id', 

and the 'superego'.. The' id' contains everything which ,is tranE

mitted with birth and is involved i~the constitution of the bod~-
1L 

hence, above all, the instincts rooted in~e bodily organisms. 
15 

The, 'ego' is part of the ~id'. And the superego is the con

scious which is the representative of all moral restrictions, 
16 

and the advocate of the impulse toward perfection. 

As was stated above, Freud believed that the basic drive 

of man was the sex instinct. In fact, all the instincts are 

essentailly af a sexual nature and they remain so whatever mod
17 

ifications they undergo. In Freudian language of psycho-anaIJ 

sis these all come Uliderlthe common name of the libido. The 

function of the libido is to produce ideas for the uonscious. 

/ 
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Freud's theory of sexuality is unique because he postulated that 

the sexual instinct is active long before the sex life in an in

dividual (that is, in the more common idea of the sex life start

fung at puberty) begins to manifest itself. 

All conflicts are between the 'ego' and the sex instinct 

and Freud says this begins at birth and lasts until we die. 

Our sex life is divided into three periods by Freud. The first 

period is the infantile sextfali ty, "\,Ti thin which are three phase~:· 

the oral phase, theC:.anaL phase, and the phallic phase. Each 

phase is named after that part of the body "\,Thich is the c.enter 

of sex st,imuli for the infant. The ~econd period in the sexual 

development is called the latent period, situated approximately 

bet"reen the sixth and ninth years. During this period any ex
1S 

pression of sex is repressed and dismissed from the conscious. 

The final period is puberty, the period of adult sexuality begirs 

to develop. It is in this period that neurosis appear which 

stem from the unconscious sexual conflicts of the first period, 

infancy. 

As a direct result of the sexual conflicts in the uncon

scious is the complex. A complex is a domiant idea in the realn 

of the unconscious, around which is assembled the phalanx of 
20 

primitive, repressed emotions of infantile or sexual natu.res. 

Freud names the three main types of complexes as: lithe Oedipus 

complex, the Inferiority complex, and the Castration complex. 

The Oedipus complex - named after the Greek tragedy charac 

ter - occupies the central place in Freud's explanation, not on y 
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of neurosis, but of human activity in general - in particular, 

human culture. The Oedipus complex is an abnormal emotional 

attitude of a person tovlard his family, or in a narrower sense 
21 

t01'1ards his father and mother. 

An inferiority complex can be conscious or unconscious in 

nature. It is mainly produced by bodily deficiencies or infirm

ities, ultimately based on the sexual power, in an individual 

so much so that they are experienced psychologically, thus re

suIting in a feeling of infei;iorit'y. 

The Castration yomplex is the unconscious of being deprive 

of the sexual organs. This complex develops mostly at the end 

of the phallic stage of the infancy period. 

111.EZ...J2ream Yl0 r..k. 

\Vi th this general kl~oVJledge of the unconscious i'le want to 

consider closely the main method by "Thich Freud revealed the 

contents of the unconscious. Freud believed he found the "royal 
23 

road" into the unconscious in the analysis of the dream. Freu 

sa", dreams as representative of a condition "in i-lhich the mat

erial in the unconscious 'id l has as prospect of forcing its 

ltlay into the I ego' and into the consciousness and in ivhich the 
24 

lego' arms itself afresh against these invasions." 

The contents of dreams was divided into two classifications. 

The dream recalled upon aW'9-kening l-las. designated as the manifest 

dream. The sec'ond type was the meaning underlying the reported 
25 

dream, this was called the latent dream thoughts. 

The manifest dream content is often absurd and inconsequent"al. 
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This is due to the fact that what is in the unconscious cannot 

break into the conscious undisguised, for their entra.nce into 

the conscious in their true shape would rene"., the conflict 
26 

"V'lhlch origlnali}:y caused them to be in the unconscious. Freud 

explains the manifest dream as "no more than a distorted, abbre

viated, and misunderstood translation, and usually a translation 
27 

into visual images." 

Freud says, tiThe latent dream thoughts contain the meaning
28 

of the dream." However, because of the disguised ideas due to 

the cencorshipcof the conscious, certain mechanisms are used by 

the unconscious so as to disguise their true form. Freud named 

these mechanisms to be: (1) condensation, (2)displacement, (3)
29 

swmbolism, (4) dramatization, and (5) secondary elaboration. 

In looking at these different mechanisms we find that con

densation is the process by 'which several different ideas or 

wishes in the latent conten~t are expressed by a single item 

in the manifest dream content. For example, one person in a 

dream may really represent a number of individuals. Oondensa

tion is said to serve the purpose of economy of presentation 
30 

and of distortion, as as to escape censorship. 

The second mechanism, called displacement, causes a shiftin~ 

of the affective, or emotional, tendency from the real signifi 

cant element in the latent content to another idea in the mani

fest content, with which it is in come way associated. For in

stance, a bridge may be the center of attention in a dream, but 

the latent dream thought may be concerned with what happened 
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31 
on the bridge. 

The most important of these mechanisms for Freud was symbo 

ism. And because of its importantce and its relation to surrea 

ism a special section will be devoted to this point. Here just 

a short definition and explanation will suffice. Symbolism mear;s 

the use of one idea or thing to represent another. Just as the 

color red usually indicates danger and so on. 

Dr&matizatioil is the process by \I/'hich abstra,ct ideas are 

represeited in concrete forms and images. This is'qUite recog

niaable!in dreams. For example, when dreaming of the idea of s 

perfluity, superfluity as such is not dreamed of, but the ideas 

say of a tank so filled with a liquid that it is running over 

the sides is dreamed of instead. 

Lastly, the secondary elaboration is the attempt to const ct 

the condensed, symbolic, aramatized, and fragmentary eements of 

the dream work into a single and coherenet whole. 

Dreams, therefore, because of the different mechanisms 

used needs to be interpreted to find the true latent dream mean 

ing. Fruedts theory for this interpretation of dp-eams was put 
32 

forth in his work called the Dream Work. Fraud felt that the.. --..-..... 

interpretation of dreams opened a new approach to the depts of 

mental life, he wrote: 

This theory (dream interpretation) occupied 
a peculiar position in the history of psychoana
lysis; it marks a turning-point. With the theory 
of dreams, analysis passed from being a psycho
therapeutic method to being a psychology of the 
depths of human nature. Ever since then the 
theory of dreams has remained the most characteristic 
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and the most peculiar feature of ~he young science, 
kno"lledge, a nevl-fou.nd land, which has been reclaimed 
from the regions of Folklore and Mysticism. 33 

There are especially bro methods in interpretating dreams. Th 

first is called the "free association" method. 34 By this meth d 

Freud attempts to follovT back through associations connected "T· th 

the dream until he arrives at the latent ,dream thoughts vlhich 

are in the repressed unconscious. The second method is the in 

terpretation of symbols according to the interpl"eters knm'11edg 

of Freud's fixed symbols and the knowledge of the Subject. 35 

Freud felt that his work on the dream state was a finding 

not only f~the mentally disturbed but for all. In Freudts 

l'io rds : 

The theoretical importa,nce of this conform-
mi ty bet1'leen dreams and symptons is illimin
ating. Since dreams are not pathological 
phenomena, the fact ShovlS that the mental 
mechanisms which produce the symptons of illness 
are equally present in normal mental life, that the 
same uniform law embrased both the normal and 
the abnormal and that the findings of re
search into neurotics or ppychotics cannot be 
~'1ithout significance for our understanding 
of the healthy mind. '36 

Sxmbolism 

Symbolism plays a predominant part in the Freudian system 

of interpretating the unconscious through dreams. In connecti 

"'fith the surrealistic art movement these symbols ana used dire 

ly as Freud named thems These symbols are not insignificant 

objects Ivhich really have no meaning at all, but they are the 

manifestations of the repressions and complexes of the uncon

scious. 
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Dreams are not biological phenomena but a principle the whole 
37 

Freudian system is built on - they are'inental phenomeha ll 
• 

As in literature symbloism plays as important role - using 

an object to stand for an idea or act - most of these ·symbols 

are carried over into dreams also. After studying many cases 

o~ repressions, complexes, and other mental states, Freud came 

to the conclusion that certain objects are always symbolized
1 

in the same way. Thus resulted a number of fixed symbols. 

In Great Books ·(f)·§;:,the Western tTovld (edited by Robert Maynard 

Hutchinsl;: Chicago, Edcyclppaedia Britannia, Incorporated. 1955, 

Vol. 54, itGeneral Introductin to Psycho-analysis") between page~ 

504 and 513 Freud gives his main fixed ~ymbols. In general the 

human body as a whole and parts, parents, children, brothers, 

sisters, death and nakedness. are the most basic objects symbol

ized. However, Frued concentrated mostly on the sexual symbols 

For the male organ Freud names th~ serpent, key, and tie a) 

the most important symbols. I shall not give an explanation 

for each symbol for this is a major work in itself, but give 

only what.the symbol stands for. As other symbols for the male 

organ F~d lists: sticks, umbrellas, poles, trees, knives, 

daggers, lances, sabres, guns, pistols, revolvers, water falls, 

water-cans, springs, pulley lamps, pencils, p~holders, nail-fi es, 

hamm..ers, implements, plows, balloons, places, reptiles, fishes, 

hats, clocks, machinery, mushrooms, mountains, and rocks: in 

general, any o~ject o~ the same shape. 

Symbols wh~ch represent the female organs are mainly rooms 
-15



vessles, and flowers; also pits, hollows, caves, jars, bottles, 

boxes, chests, pockets, ships, cupborads, stoves" doors. and 

gates, wood, pap\er, tables, books, snails. and mussels, horse

shoes, churches and chapels, eyes, shoes, linen, apples, peache , 

fruit,in general, and landscapes. 

The sexual act is symbolized in a number of different 

ways: dancing, riding, climbing, steep stair\'lays, lock and key, 

ladders, and chimney sweepers. 

Parents are usually symbolruzed by persons of high ranle, 

such as kings, queens, emperors, president!3" and the like. 

While children, brothers and sisters are seen as small animals 

and vermin. 

Death has the same symboilis as in literature, that is the 

skull, the skeleton, or the idea of going on a ijourney. 

Human beings as a whole are represented in various ways. 

An eXCited, paSSionately aroused person is usually seen as a 

wild animal. Ailiso the symbol for the part serves as a symbol 

for the whole person, depending upon the dream as a whole. 

The last general ideas symbolized is nakedness. This is 

usally symbolized either first - with no' symbol at all, that is 

nude; or second - by the opposite, of being clothe~ in a uni

form. 

All these symbols ~or Freud are taken in light of each per 

son they are related \dth, but as a general policy these object, 

symbolized what has been stated above. 

Freud on Ar1 
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It is true Freud was never an artist but, it is important 

here to note just what function he thought the artist had. And 

how later his It.heory was put into practice. In one of his lec

tures Freud refel!?!'ed to the artist in these words: 

Before you leave today I shouJd like to 
direct your attention for a moment to a 
side of phantasy-life of very general in
terest. There is, in fact, a path from 
phantasy back again to reality, and that 
is - art. The artist has also an intro
verted disposition and has not far to go 
to become neurotic. He is one who is 
urged on by instinctive needs which are 
too clamourous; he longs to attain to 
honor" power, riches, fame, and the love 
of women; but he lacks the means of achie
ving these gratifications. So, like any 
other with an unsatisfied longing, he turns 
away from reality and transfers all his in
terests, and all his lfubido too, onto the 
creation of his wishes in the life of 
phantasy, from which the way might readily 
lead to neurosis. There must be factors 
in combination to prevent this becoming
the whole outcome of his development; it 
is well knwwn how often artists in partic
ular suffer from partial ingibition of their 
capacities through neurosis. Probably 
lbheir constitution is endowed',,:wil.h a po\ver
ful capacity for sublimation and ,,11th a 
certain flexibility in the repressions de
termining the conflict. But the way back 
to reality is found by the artist thus: He 
is not the only one who has a life of phan
tasy; the intermediate world of phantasy 
is sanctioned by general human consent 
and every hungry souls looks to it for com
fort and consolation. But to those who are 
not artists the gratification that can be 
drawn from the springs of phantasy is very 
limited; their inexorable repressions pre
vent the enjoyment of all but the meager 
daydreams which can become conscious. A 
true artist has more at hms disposal. First 
of all he understands how to elaborate his 
daydreams, so that they lose that personal 
note which grates upon strange ~rs and become 
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enjoyable to others; he knm'ls too how to 
modify them sufficiently so that their 
origin in prohibited sources in not easily
detected. Further, he possesses the myster
ious ability to mold his particular material 
until it expresses the ideas of his phantasy
faithfully; and then he knows how to attach 
to this reflection of his phantasy-life 
so strong a stream of pleasure that, fo~a 
a time at least, the repressions are out 
balanced and dispelled by it. When he can 
do all thiS, he opens out to tP'hers the way
back to the comfort and consolation of their 
unconscious sources of pleasure, and so 
reaps their gratitude and admiration; then 
he has won -through phantasy - what before 
he could only win in phantasy: honor, power, 
and the love 0 f ,"vomen." 

38 

Freud also felt that th~ artist was the only person who 

could really express the unconscious in a most complete way_ 

Only in one field has the omnipotence of 
thought been retained in our own civiliza
tion, namely, in art. In art alone, it 
still happens that man, consumed by his 
wishes produces something similar to the 
gratification of these wishes, and this 
playing, thanks to ~rtistic illusion, 
calls forth effects as if it were something \. 
real. ; 

39 

So we can see just from these two passages that Freud not 

only considered art and the artists, but also was actually un

knowingly laying the foundation for the Surrealist Art Movement. 
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!?,:tlrr:ealism, 

Surrealism, like the United states of .il.rnerica, came to be 

from conflict and revolt, just as the United States had its 

Declaration of Independence, so too did the Surrealistic move

ment have its manifesto. The Surrealistic movement had its 

Thomas Jefferson--Andre Breton--and also a Benedict Arnold's 

- - one 0 f ,""hom ,"vas Salvado r Dali • 

Surrealism, or superrealisrn, followed Dadaism as the next 

step in 20th-century Expressionism. First let us just see 1rhat 

Expressionism iSe ItExpressionism implies an eXploratinn~f the 

vmrld of emotions and psychological states as well as 

against existing conditions on the external 1'lorld. ,,40 

that ignited the conflagration of 20th-century E~pressionisin vle e 

struck by the discovery of theftprimitive arts of the South Sea 

Islanders, ..... "mod carvings of African Neg!UCD' tribes, and psy

chological pl"'obings of Sigmund Freud. ,,41 Note here that Sigmun 

Freud is listeo_ as a cause of the movement .. s neV1 idea of ' 

evrt is based on Freud I s discoveries in the psychological l'rorld 

of the unconscious 0 Fleming in his book Arts..~ I,dea,s says: 

The expressionistic painter, for instance 
is perfectly aI"lare of the world he sees 
through his eyes, but he is interested in 
a form of vision for which he must close 

s eyes so that he can paint his dream 
.1 ......_,fantasies. Accordingly he has departed from 

the classical notion of art as an imita~...· 
ti6n:"'.Qf l1atU!'e, and moved into the worlds of 
the mind, spirit, and imaginatinn, Hhich 

.. 	 demand 1'181"1" psychologii:cal insights mol sym
bols.. These intangible \'TOrlds are much more 
difficult to see and 1'Trite about than the 
one that comes through the organs of sense 
perception alone. The results of these 
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excursions into the subconscious may be 
uneven, but the artist's passport to such 
nether region is quite valid. 42 

The 20th-century E~pressionism tooIt on differE.nt forms; 

Cubism fOrlQ·are.ed by Cezanne, FuturisI!l '\tli th Duchamp, Neo -Prim

i tivisI!l, Dream Phantasies, Dadai:sm, then Surrealisrp.. L~3 All 

these forms of' ressionism have their elements of Freudianism; 

but our main concern is Surrealism. 

The "lOrB. Surrealism ,'ras coined by the French critic and 

plaYl·righ.t Gullauime Apollinaire at the art exhibi t in the Paris 
44 

season of 1911-12. The movement was founded in the~ears im

mediately follOl'ling Horld Vlar I. Upon the +}eturn of the young 

intellectuals from the front, they discovered in the.: old think

ers and artists an inadaquacy to relate their ovm thoughfs and 

states of mind. Thel"'e was a breal~ "J1th mhe 01d, a revolt. One 

of the main leaders to step for"'rard was Andve Breton. 45 

Andl"e Breton 1'TaS one g,f the first Frenchmen who ivas not a 

paycho-analyst to study Freud. And after studying Freud he con

cluded that "Freud is one of the greatest forces in helping 

11 46
modern man to rediscover the I!leaningand vitality of •\'[crrds. 

Breton bece"me the leader of the Surreali"stic movement, and as ·1 

leader he excoI!l..TIlunicated some Surrealists in terms of ;:i.nfidelit, 

to belie.fs of fItu"realis:l1. "Applying Freudian methods to the 

problems of artistic creation, Breton evolved the theory and 

indeed a practice of aesthetic automatism whiich is :the essentia 

feature of SU1"realism. ,,47 In 1924 appeared Breton t s first man

ifesto of Surrealism and later, in 1930, the second manifesto 
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appeared. One can drai" a summary of five points ""hich have not 

fluctuated in the minds and the rlorl.rs of Surrealists based on 

these manifestos: 

1. That the dreams in the subconscious 
life 0 f man are mo st important. II~The teach
ings of Freud are all important·in seeing 
to validate the practice of automatic 
"lri tine; or direct note taking of one t s sub
conscious states." 48 

2. The human mind :'i.E! able to attain a 
state ,,[here forces l1hich appear oppos.ed 
are hannonized as unified into one foree. 
From this the Qonclusion that the resolution 
of dream and reality is conceived as being 
absolute reality or Sur-reality. 

3. The third belief is Lconcerned ,·Ti th the 
automony between man and nature, the con

. viction that one is :Of a different order 
than the other, and ~herefore there exists 
beti'TeBn the two a perpetual state of dis
cord. 

4. That due to the upheaval caused by the 
1;1ar a..:.psychic change took place in the young 
Generation. This nel" outlool{ must be fought
for and expressed. 

5. The Fifth belief is essentially psy

chological in nature: 


It is concerned with the distinction 
bet\'Teen the self and the I ego ~.. (The 
Freudiam use of the world self and 

1 'eGa~.) It is precisely here in this 
domain of se~f~ as separate from the 
domain of the I ego t, that the Sur'real
ist believes he may take dm'ffi the dic
tation ofihie thought during the time 
iv-hen there is a total '_absense of any 
control exercised by his rreason or by 
any aesthetic or moral code. 4·9 

A basis for b0th manifestos is Freud's teaching of the 

dream and the unconscious. For the Su~realist "the 'wrIt of art 

derives its power from the unconscious--more particularJY fro~ 
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the 	(Jeepest layer of the unconscious "rhich the Fre"Lldians call 

, 50the id'. Hi th this brief in'sis--ht into Surrealism vle can 

conc luc1e I,'Ti th Sheldon Cheney's book Al~.r..i.m.er 6· f ·...l11iodern Ari::. that: 

in general the Surrealist have turned 
sYl~bo listic and psycho-l"evela.tory. They 
pD.int Ivhat they find in dreams and subj ect
iye ramblings and exotic desires. Certainly 
there is a Freudian angle in their approach 
to a.rt G 51 

Of all the Surrealistic artists Salvador Dali is the ~ost 

outstanding. Dali was born on May 11, 1904 in Figueras, Spain. 

As a boy, Dali attended two schools: the first a public s~hool, 

and the second, ~~private institution operated by the Brothers 

of the Marist Order. As a child Dali's interest in art reveal

ed itself on Church walls, cardboard, and sack cloth. At the 

age of seven, after having painted Helen of Tro;y:, fIe£.....Hear.t 

Brothers, Dali passed into the Impressionistic perioa of his 

art. Salvador was not satisfied with his ~tyle and went onto 
52

experiment "[i th Cubism and F.uturism.

In 1921 Dali attented the School of Fine Arts in Madrid. 

According to '\'1allace FOI·,lie in his work .p£'e Q.f.. Rurre.alism he 

says 	0 f D13.li: 

Natively he was a Surrealist before becoming :. 
one 	literally in Paris. When he '<Tas a student 
in Madrid, his teacher gave the class one day 
the 	subject of a Gothic Virgin to paint. Dali 
painted a pair of scales, and ,,.,hen the teacher 
remenstrated, the premature Surre&list replied 
that if the gther students sm-, a Virgin he 
s avl 	 a pair 0 f scales. 53 
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In 1928 Dali made his first trip to' Paris, it was en this 

eccasien he met PicassO' and the writers Desnes and Eluard. It 

was there "he immediately feund a vecatien in Surrealism." 54 

In 1929 Dali was recegnized as a Surrealist artist. 

In Freud, he r.ead a justificatien for the 
intense leve he had a11'lays felt fer his child
heod, fer the terrers and ecstasies ef fuis 
childheed. He lear-fled, as a very special 
revelatien, abuut the wemb-like pretection 
i'rhich sleep afferds. Enthusiastically he 
accept the leadership off Andr€ Breten and 
the principle doct~ines of hfus manifestO's. 55 

Hev/ever, a change came in 1930 when Dali e-x.paunded hie/Olm 

5f..
theories in liLa Femine Visible." ~ Dali felt that Surrealism 

as an art nleyement was dying and he struck eut ane,'[. He said. 

Nevel"theleES, my limp watches and the/art
icles whfuch appeared in 1IJ).1inetaur ll before 
the war were dazzling ferrunners ef a crisis 
ef conscieus. Dynamic matter was about to' 
change Dali ef Psych~analysis intO' Dali of 
nuclear-physics. 57 

But the leader ef the Surrealists, Breten, says that Dali did 

not leave the movement, but "ras excemmunicated frem it fer twO' 

reasens---l) "fer having bartered his seul fer meney!!, and 2)' 

lifer haYing revealed Facist tendencies. II 58 

Which ef the t1ve is cerl'ect is a::·:matter ef epinion. The 

main thing is that even theugh Dali did leaye the movement, as 

such, he nevertheless centinued to' use Freud as a basis. In 

this neiv peried. Dali ceins his e\\fD ne"" terms to' eX1Jlain his 

art. He says: 

New. I am ready to' paint in aidivisionist, 
rhinicerentic, a.nti-pl"otenic ma.nner in order 
to' communicate the new cosmogany ef eur times, 
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the discontinutiy of mat.ter and YJulear 
mysticism. 59 

In 1942 he wrote his autobiography The Secret Lile of 

the religiou8 rlod. Such paintings as Christ of Rt,' J,ohn ,of 

ad on hi s art-

been consi 

), 1'.h!L.Sac.ta,l11.~.n.:t of tne Last 
60

classics already. 

At the present Deli is working at his home in Costa Bra~a, 

Spain, on another religious cture. The subject matter is th 

Vision of Hell described as s~en by the three children of Fati

rna on July , 1917. 61 

We shall consider in a more particular manner the 

ion of Freud in D~lits art. rat, in an overall look his 

art, then a study of three particular pictures. 

As Andr§ Breton stat his 192L~ festo, "Su sm 

is pure psychic automatism by means of' wh!i:ch one sets out to 

exnress verbally, in writ Q!' in any other manne r, the real 

functioning of thought without control 9Y reason or any aesthe 

62tic or moral preoccupation. II The state in vlhich this auto

matism overcomes a person is v{hile is dreaming le alseep, 

or those moments bet\veen the full awal~enil1g and complete sleep. 

Freud said the dream ••• 

for the most part consists of visual images. 
Part of' the difficulty of reciting a dream comes 
from the t that we to translate 
these imases into words. "I can dra", , " 
the dreamer says to us, "but I do not kno\IJ' 
ho\-,{ to put it .:I:nto 1'J"Ords. II 63 

And that is exactly 1'ihat Dali has done---clralm dream. He 



64
des 8 his pictures as "handpainted dream photographs". 

And '''i thin these dream photos the Freudiat\l ideas ape strat 

ed 1I1f1 i th symbols of aCEorted phobias, delusions, complexes ,"-land 
6'

other trappings of abnormal psychologyll. :J 

In considering is many paintings one caQ find Freudia 

ideas the titles alone, without even seeing the cture. 

Of course, one could immediately see the Freudian symbols, drea. 

mechanisms, and complexes if the picture ,,,ere reproduced here. 

V1e used the boo}: .:Q.ali- a st1ddy of. hA~ J~.fe and vror.kbpy 11.. Rey

no Horse as a is because this is one of the books 

vrh is devoted entirely to Dali r s art and also because there 

are a hund'Ped ahd t'l'lenty three reproductions contained therein. 

There B,re a number of paint th~t Dali directly says 

are from the dream 'I.vorld by naming them accordingly: 
/"c

The. Dpe~ 00 

~ ,Broken BridFe and tpe_Dpeam._(1945) 


~_Second Be!op.e Avrah:enin~ f':,:om a Dream cause§. 


,b..v. ,the Fli,~ht of. ,a 13ee arQ,und a Pomee~rant-Lof ~his 


paintins Da says, "It is the only painting \"hich transcribes 

a drea-'n litterally. ,,67) 

- • J..Dali express the x'epress s of Childhoocl in his p~:unl.. 

J~;v:self at the ,Ap;,e 9.:£ J'en1_ itlhen I ,1il,E!:.12 a Grass-

J10.pper C~-- ( this painting he says he. "S ym 

bo.lizes his nightmarish aversion to' grasshoppers. ,,68) 

and also in 
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Care the Skin of the Sea to Observe a Do~ 
..;;.;:.;;.;;;....;;;-"'~.__...~~ ... _,; 'I\'~ -... _ F'" .ol 

SleeDin~ in t.he Shado'\rT of the "later.___ 1(00 '.1 _ ........,11 


The force of the libido are subject matter in 


Illumi,ne.d Pleasure§. 


Bi~th ,of Liguid Desire 


Accomadation of Desire 

~." !$I 

ins Dali 

: "In this ing it l'laS my object to draw a synonym of 
69

Freudiam iconography. 11 ) 

Dali used as titles for tv'fO of his paint one of the 

abnormal states studied and named by Freud. 

Dali paid a tribute to Freud in an excellent sketch,ink 

on blotting paper,' Stu,dy g,f. F2r.!Z,ud as a "result of the ar·tist r s 

having met the great analyst London and his long-standing 

erest in aiD symbols j-'1t1f:Lich abound in his eaI'lier ''fork. 170 

,After seeing in a generaili way the reflection of Freud 

Dali's art in the titles of his paintings, we shall now con

sider more closely three pcdntings in particular: Il]umi}1~1 

Pl~~~.\jpes, Birth of Liquid. Desires, all.d JPlperial.. MoTIument to 
\' 

jill.~_J~,hild_":}!o.:nan. These three paintings been c1100sen be

cause Dali ed these "'hen he was at s peal\: in us Freuo

ian ideas; this was in 19 to 1933. In considering these pairt 

ing8 'He 1 look for the different dream mechanisms--especia ly 

symboliam--complexes, and repressions. 
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T'ne first paint t'le shall study is Impel"ial Monument 

to the Child-Ivoman, (Photo I) - oil on canvae, painted in 1929 e 

Before dissecting the painting into various parts the 

picture as a vihole should be noted. an interesting obser

vatiol1 can be made'. The fol''Dl or shape of the rising mass in 

the left of the painting can truly said to be a pattel~1 of 

the unconscious. This statement is based upon the research of 

Herbert Read and also of the analyst, Jung, in the field of 

Art and the unconscious. Read says: 

I am going to suggest that tl~re is an elementary 
stage during the course of \'1hich there occurs 
in the U11conecious a formatin or crystalizatinn 
of plastic images out of the basic material provided 
by the internal sensations of th~igher nervous 
system. 

Phmtos II and IV are t,'I]"O reproductions o1ilt of the many 

drav,Tings made by children and/adults under the direction of Read 

and his assistants. The subjects were ask~d to close their 

eyes and try not to concentrate on anything in particular. 

Then they vlere to record on paper those images that were pre

sented to their minds. 

After much experimentation Read found that the number of 

images or archetypes the unconscious presents is relatively 

limited. He divided these into four general oVel"'-lapping group 

, They are: 

1) cellular forms, a..moebe-like in shape progreSSing to 

more definite enclosed 110mb-like forms, 

2) this group is more dynamic, cells 1'lhilt!ling, lines of 

3. 
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force, cones and daggers encoiled by tendrils, 

3) mOl"e organization is perceptible ivithin this group, per

fect circles and spheres floating in space~ and 
72 

lj.) the circle and sphere that is isolated. 

The form of the painting seems to be of, the first type (as 

ShOi'1n in photo II) amoeba~like in shape ,'lith projections of 

a not too determined shape. Also this form has the other_'part

iculars of form 1 as Read describes e.s "patches of small a..l1d 
73 

closely associated cells, like frog~spai'm." These patches 

are seen across the top of the painting. 

imile seeing the painting as a 1'1hole, ,,,e can see no obvi

ous meaning to the painting. Just as the manifest dream is 

often absurd and unintellig~ble--so is this picture~, There

fore, to find the true meaning of the painting we must delve 

into the latent-drerun thought of the painting. 

The painting has been divided into various sections- A, 

B, C, D, horizontally and 1,2,3,4,5,6, vertically- for the con~ 

venience of locatIng different objects in the painting. Dali 

gives us direction in seeing the latent-dream thought.. Inl_thil: 

:ga:.i:nting "the0exult8,t.ion'7,cl:f~:the libidianl force", he said, "is 
75 

here l"'elated to the feeling of death. II As \'Tas mentinned 

above the libido is the name given to the total of the instinc~ 

tual energies and desires '1hich are derived from the I ide Ii 

We can, therefore, expect to find many different desir'es ex~:. 

ssed as those of a child-I'Toman as related to the feeling of 

death. 

-c.'(
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We shall first see in what vIaY death is symbolized in the 

painting. As i,.;e mentioned in the section on symbolism the sym

bol for death is.the same as those in Literature -- that is: 

skulls ,skeletons, i.deas of a )journey, decay, and the like. In 

section D-6 there is the skeleton, one of the prime symbols 

for death. The ruins (0-6) ffi1d the corruption of the form (A, 

B-1, 2) shoy! the signs for death and of decay. The ideas of 

taking a journey is symbolized in the large birdls head (B-1), 

the tv-TO moths (0-2) and in the flying horse (B-5). There is 

the dream machanism of condensation -- the combining of two~r 

more thou~hts into one used in the automobile, (B-6). Be

sides the use of the idea of taking a journey, which the auto 

indicates, Dali has liquid running dU.t of the side of the auto, 

as if it ,·rere running out of gas too. 
N 

Far in the backgrould are t~'1'O standing figures (D-5), 

. these are a direct copy from Millet t s famou's painting of the 

Anp:elufi. For Dali this is tlnot a example of 1"eligious humili tji 
76 


but of sexual repl"esseion." As Freud said in the dream the 


repressions are liberated, here this idea is demon8t~ated by 


the position of the tvro figul'es in relation to the rest of the 


painting. Another symbol fo l'epressron in general is seen.: in 


the face hi(1(len in a pair of hands (A-l,. A-4). 


The symbols of the male organ are numerous in the paintine. 

The main sYlJl.bols named by Freud, the key (D-5), and the knife 

(A..6) are usedo Also symbolizing the ma;:\:e argan are: the pil 
, 

lar (a-$'), t~1.e enlongated shape vd th the figure of a man in thE 
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tOl! (B, 0 ,4), the single hand hanging dOlm (B-4), the hand 

holding the smoking cigarette (B-3), and thet~l column in the 

background~, (iJl-L~) 

The dr'eam is that of a child-vlOman, so vIe '~lOuld expect 

many l'epresentations of the female. The direct use of the 1>10

man's form (A,B-3), the maturing girl (A-4,5,) the Mona Lisa (0 

1~) -- a s]pnbol of virginity, and the l...roman' s face (B-4, 0-1) 

need not be symbolized for they s freely from the unconsciou?6 

The other ideas for the female are used in connection i'rith the 

male or the symbol of death"and as a result, are symbolized. 

The piece of i'lOod (A-6), the cUl"'rupting slipper (A-6), the hole3 

in the form (D-4, 0-5) and the, circle (0-6) ali symbo ze the 

female .. 

The desire forse):Llal relations is symbolized by the knife 

sticking in the piece of vlOod (A-6), the stairs leading up to 

the lIar and the circle (0-6), 'the lreys in the holes (D-5) 5 'e" 

and the attacl{ing vlila. animals (D-1). The sexual passions 

being ar.0used is symbolized. l'fi th the face changing from a man 

into an m1imal (A, B-1,2). 

The child (D-5) is shOlVD. stanging d,qarfed by the hugeness 

of everything about, &n inferiority complex is manifest here. 

The desire for having a child is s;y-mbolized by the ants in the 

hole (D-4) ~na also by the exposed breast for nursing, (A-5). 

Another complex symbolzed is the Oastration complex. For 

Dali the i'lilliam Tell irlgend "is an example of incestuous mu
77 

tilation". This legend can be seen symbolized in the top 



of the painting 1,1ith the head that ha.s the rock on top (0-1). 

Freud said that lias insurance against castration, the dreamer 

uses one of the common symbols of the penis in double or m1.l1
78 

tiple form II .. The same is tru.e in the case of a vlOman. This 

vlOuld explain the many multiple uses for' the symbols for the 

different sexual organs. 

The second picture '''fe want to consider is )?irth 01 Liqu,i,d 

D~s.ir.?~ (photo III) 'I;/hich Dali painted in 1932 • .As the title 

indicates this dl"eamphQ:.9 is concel"ned )'Vith the ideas of ~irth 

a..nd liquid desires. By liquid vIe could gather from the symbol 

for the male organ-running "lat~r,vlaterfalls and the like (the 

idea of thesemil1.al flm·r) , that such ideas of desire for sexu

al relationS. 1;'/ill .1~e symboli.zed•. 

First, "1e $all point .out, aS1'1'asdone vIith the first 

painting, the form of the, maili ·masses in relation to the expel" 

iments of Read and Ju..'I1.g. The lare;er fCV)m seems to be a pro

gression to a more definite shape than the form of theril"st 

painting, but not having all the particulars of the form l1I!Ul1be:r 

ti'lO of Read. In photo IV "-ve see a,n example of a progression 

of form number one, but more than the fom. of the painting. 

There is definite relation of the.- sha:·.pe of photo IV and the 

form in the painting_ In the painting we can see in secttQn 
79 

092 "definite enclo sed womb-like forms I! .. So too, vIe can say 

that Dali in this painting is using a pattern image of the un

conscious. 

The title of the painting gives us the first symbols to 
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find-- those of birth. ~~e most predominant symbol of birth 

is the floating cabinet (D-1), which is a main Freudian symbol 

fOl'" the female, that has the clral1erS open and little pieces of 

cloth falling out. Another symbol of birth in the painting 

is found in section C-3 • Here \1e see a liquid (symbol of the 

male) being poured into a bO'lrll (symbol of the female) and out a· 

the bowl a man t s root. The man is holding a woman and both 

figures f heads are covered "lith small insects (symbol of child

ren) • In these figul"'es coming from the b01',l symbolized the 

birth of the desire of union and of children. ' The idea of birt 

is also symbolized in the box (C ), 1",hich is 'Llndel'" the man, 

that has a small form 1'[ithin it. 

To have this birth a ~mion is necessary. The large form 
80 

lvi th its ",\,.JOmb-like form II in section 0-2, and other opening 

(A-3, B-3, D-2) symbolize the female. The hanging form (C t D-1, ) 

l<lhich comes into the larger form symbolize this union betl·'reen 

man and 1<roman. In section A-3 vIe see a man go into the cave 

like ope~ng of the form, also symbolizing this union. 

A complex is present here too, Again the vJilliam Tell 

end is s;YTubolized in section B-1: for Dali the fear of castrati 

The repression of the l,;hole thought of sexual union is see

in the position of the vroman hiding her face (D-3) • She is 

behind the main fOX'U1S of the picture, but yet reaching out -

desiring this bix'th of liquid desires. 

The third painting ~il.l.;lYm1nE,?d Pleasure? (photo V) Dali 

painted vJ'hen he "laS most taken up by the nevI Surrealistic 112l)ve
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ment. in 1929. Morse in his book DE...li: .a.....a:t1Jd;;lQf.hjs_life and 

~l:.. says t.hat. this painting is the "most complex of Dali I s 

1:"TOrk •• oi t is the pl"'im.e visual statement of all the irrational 

and Fl"'eudian sentiment 'vlhich the movement 'vas not able to ex
8_ 

press in their various drtctums, manifestos, and e.eclarat.ions." 

Houever, Dali gives us a more definite explanation of the 

ing. He says of it: "The leonine characterization of the 

and the anguish of t.he mothel" indicat.e t.hat sex is the foremost 
, 82 

of fundamental motivat.ions. " 1:ii th these thoU[~ht in mind '\ove 

can proceed t.o analyse the painting. ' 

The thl"'ee boxes in the painting represent tvw symbols tron

,den?ed. in one. First, as boxes they symbolize the male--that. 

is because of the number and the size, one being lal"'ger than 

the ot.her t,1/ro; and secondly they symbolize t.he female, that is 

as boxes. In the box on the left ~?.At·3) is seen a church~ '\I1hich 

is also a female symbol- The esg-shape(l object by. the si(le of 

the church is one stage of a series of shapes used in ~~omffi~-

daitol~ 0L_Re~!~~ (1929). In this latter painting Dali has the 

light al"'ea in the shape develop by stases into 8~'1ead of a lion. 

In doing so Dali began "to develop his ideas of a photographic 
83 

super-reality." The lion, of course, represents the male. 

The man looking at the Church symbolizes the desire of man to 

be 'Ivl th 'I'TOman. The large box (B, C:-2) has val"'ious openings in'~ 

the openings in the side, again symbolzing the female. In one 

opening can be see a 1:;1".g,sshoppel"'. This is a symbol of Dali 

still vvl thin his lTfother's "mmb. As VIe have seen above Dali 
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calle himself a grasshopper-child. In the other tV'lO openings 

are a shell and little pieces of matter: these s~nbolize 
- c 

Dalits brothers and sisters. The third box (D-3) stresses the 

unman of man and woman. The William Tell legend is symbolized 

by each man having a rock on his head; the castration complex 

for Dali. Aad as Freud said the dreamer to make up for this 

complex multiplies the symbols fol" the sexual organs. For 

each symbol for the complex is .a symbol for sexual tmion bt

t 1treen man and 'V>Toman, as Fl"eud said riding symbolized this. 

In sectio~ A-3 is seen a repression of the sexual drive 

of man. The knife, a main maL'e s~nbol for Ereud, is being held 

back. To the very right of this h,and are ".raves beating up on 

shore (B-3). Here the repres&ion is released and union is had: 

the ''later symbolizing the male and the shore the female.. Agair 

this l"'epression is repeated by the iv-oman tl"ying to run fl"om thE 

man (0-3) and the repression is fulfilled by the shadow (C-3) 

of two figures together. TIlis wlion is also symbolized by the 

man against the box in section D-2. 

On top of the large box is a woman's head in the form of 

a pitcher, vrhich is a main Freudian female symb6.1. Within 

this large head is contained a smaller head, that of a Child; 

thus symbolizing birth.. The woman1s head is being attacked by 

a lion (man), symbolizing this desire for union. The ideacof 

birth is repearted in the p'ear shaped object (A-3) '\Iri th a form 

seen in the opeli1hg~. The desire for union is also repeated by 
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by the ti,1O joined figures in sections~'6"i:'2. 

Certainly after examining the symbolism in this painting 

we can admit that Dali did fulfill his objective in indicating 

that sex is a foremost motivation in man. 
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Although at first sight the photos of the paintings con

tained '''I"ithin,~this paper seem to be rfudiculous and non-intell

19ible, we have found this to be false. 'IVith a unerstanding 

of Freud's theories of the human mind, we can appreciate such 

art, if not from the view point of art, .as such, then from the 

vievr point of Philosophy--a new vie\vin the study of being. 

\ve have seen that there is not only the conscious aspect 

of our·mind, but also an area called by Freud the unconscious. 

This area, as Freud has proved, reveals i tee If "'hile the mind 

is in certain states. It is then that repressions, complexes, 

and desi~e8 manifest themselves in various mechanisms. Freud 

in h~s interp~etation of these mechanisms has opened another 

aspect for the study of being. 

In~this new aspect of being opposites are made one, impos

sibles made possible, and reality made super-reality---a Sur~' 

realism. Looking back on the paint1itngs within this paper, vTe 

can no'!;" see the foundation '''hich Dali andqjther surrealist used 

as their basis, namely; the worI\: of Sigmund ljreud. By this 

small study it is our hope that, not onll)r the one who has made 

thas study, but those that read thisppaper Ivill come to a unde 

standing of a ne'V'I aspect qf being, "Thich is found in the uncon

scwaus mind, through the medium of Art. 
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